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Essentially, DADOQuartz combines the advantages 

of granite and polymer products. DADOQuartz 

is made by combining mostly crushed quartz 

with resin and pigments into a void-free material. 

Because the material is uniform, DADOQuartz has 

no fissures, veins or other imperfections that could 

compromise strength or appearance.

DADOQuartz has a natural appearance and 

subtle depth of colour. It is stronger, more 

durable, cleaner, safer and more consistent than 

natural stone. It is when DADOQuartz is used 

to manufacture bathroomware that it becomes 

uniquely appealing.

DADOQuartz baths and basins are now also 

available in Australia.

Dado Australia is a new Australian company but 

its products are not new to the rest of the world. 

The Dado group already supplies quality baths and 

basins to design houses in Italy, the Netherlands, 

the United Kingdom and South Africa.

Dado has manufactured stone products since 

1998 and is one of only a few companies worldwide 

that is manufacturing quartz baths. These products, 

with properties similar to well-known engineered 

quartz kitchen surfaces, are manufactured using 

state-of-the-art technology. Internationally, quartz-

based materials are used to manufacture vanities, 

slabs, fireplace surrounds, baths and basins of 

supreme quality.

The DADOQuartz bathroomware range was 

introduced to the market during 2006 at the Cersaie 

show in Italy. Considered “the new granite”, the 

quartz bathroomware is scratch and heat-resistant, 

mildew and mould-resistant, is easy-to-clean and 

boasts a stylish matt finish that is silky smooth to 

the touch. This is a product that lends itself to those 

natural elements in the bathroom, for a softer more 

natural look. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
DADO AUSTRALIA
Phone 0450 312 461 (Jacques van der Merwe)
Website www.dadoaustralia.com.au

Nature’s Best
Discover the natural allure of DADOQuartz baths and basins

DADOQuartz has a natural appearance and 
subtle depth of colour. It is stronger, more 
durable, cleaner, safer and more consistent 
than natural stone

Acanthus bath from DADOQuartz 
range, available in Pearl White, 
Clifton Sand and Crystal Crema.

Liscio Basin

Bologne Basin

Simoné Basin

Clifton Sand

Crystal Crema

Pearl White


